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A b s t r a c t  • Co^epKaHHe • S t r e s z c z e n ie

x A new version of CCS (the Calculus of Communicating Systems 
as developed by Milner (1980) ) is proposed in which processes 
are modelled in tens of data rather than events. Processes are 
represented by structmres which are similar to the labelled 
event structures suggested by Winskel (1982), but which denote 
flows of data. For processes represented in such a way operations 
similar to those of CCS are defined and their fundamental 
properties are stated. r

Key words: process, history, flow of data, approximation order, 
sum, composition, prefixing, hiding, replacement, 
fixed-point

nom raa pa3padoTKK zcracjreHU0- npoueccoB Tima ccs 
onnpaarjeroci? Ha noToicax sbhhux

PaCOTa cojrepsET npejuiOReHze Eapcafrra Kc'jhcjibhhh E3aKvaiiefi- 
CTByBmHX CzcTev MwOHeps (1280), b kotopov. nponeccu voae.iTrpoES- 
m  e TepMZHax saHKKx a He co6u?v?,. IIpoiieccK onKCusaKTCH ctpjtc- 
Typawn b pojee CTpyKTyp co(3hth£ paccMOTpKBseKKX BnHCKejiew (1962), 
ho rrpeacTaKcnorrmai hotokk nammx. Orrpeje.iSoTCH onepeum hs tak 
MOJie.’iHpoBSHHKx rpocsccax e E0KE3CHH cBoi'CTBa dtic: onepanK?..
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Próba opracowania rachunku procesów typu CCó, 
opartego na przepływach danych

Praca zawiera propozycję nowego wariantu CCS (zapropono
wanego przez Milnera (1980) rachunku komunikujęcych się syste
mów), Istotę tego wariantu jest to, że procesy opisuje się za 
pomocę danych a nie zdarzeń. Procesy sę reprezentowane przez 
struktury, które formalnie przypominaj? rozważane przez 
Winskela (1982) struktury zdarzeń, ale opisuję przepływy da
nych. Definiuje się odpowiedniki operacji CCS na tak reprezen
towanych procesach i pokazuje własności tych operacji.



1. INTRODUCTION

In CCS (the Calculus of Communicating Systems as developed 
by Milner ¡V]) processes are modelled in terms of events which 
represent information-passing acts. This is reflected in the 
original semantics of CCS, where processes are represented by 
so called synchronization trees, and in the more advanced 
semantics which has been developed by Winskel £7 and 8^, where 
processes are represented by so called event structures.

In this paper we propose a new version of CCS in which 
processes are modelled in terms of data rather than events.
We represent processes by structures which are similar to those 
of Winskel, but which denote flows of data. For processes re
presented ae such flows we define operations similar to those 
of CCS and show that they have also similar properties.

As in the usual CCS, by a process we mean the possible 
activities of a system which may communicate with its 
environment. The environment - or a part of it - may also be a 
process. Communication between two processes means that a 
portion of data produced by one process is consumed by the 
other.

However, different from the usual CCS, we assume that 
a process performs its activities on itB own, depending on the 
data it obtainB, but without any direct participation of other 
processes. This assumption allows us to represent communication 
between two processes in terms of data they exchange and to 
admit events which consume data from more than one process 
and produce data for more than one process. On the other hand, 
it deprives us of the powerful mechanism of combining events 
producing data and events consuming data into Joint events of 
the respective processes. This disadvantage can, however, be 
overcome by assuming some indivisibility of process actions as 
it will be shown in the paper.
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A process is potential rather than actual. What actually 
occurs up to a certain stage of process development (which may 
embrace a complete performance) is a history of this process.
We represent it by the set of data the process absorbs from the 
environment or emits to the environment and by the causal order 
of these data (which reflects how the data depend on each other). 
The process itself is represented by the set of its possible 
histories. A structure thus obtained is similar to the event 
structures of Winskel, but it denotes a flow of data (con
figurations of events are replaced by histories which consist of 
data the process absorbs and emits).

We assume that data occur in portions called datons (a word 
taken from Ashcroft [l]), each daton with a certain content and 
status and in a certain position. The status of a daton specifies 
whether the daton is absorbed or emitted (a daton which is 
emitted may be next absorbed and thus become b<$th emitted and 
absorbed; then it is declared as transmitted). The position of 
a daton represents the accessibility of, this daton from processes. 
There may be more than one process from which a daton in a po
sition is accessible. Whether a daton which is emitted by a pro
cess and accessible for other processes will be absorbed and which 
process will absorb it is regarded to be indeterministie.

The concepts of content, status, and position, will be used 
in the d«finition of composition of processes to describe the 
exchange of data between components. They will play a role eimilar 
to that of so called synchronization algebras (cf. Winskel £7J). 
However, different from Winskel [V}, the meaning (i.e., the con
tent, position, and status) of a daton in a flow ie not fixed, 
but it may change from one history to another (the status may 
change).

The paper is a continuation of a previous work by Maggiolo- 
-Schettini and the author ¡[63, where a similar model has been 
developed, but in a manner which is not sufficient to express 
some properties of processes. It is organized as follows.

In section 2 we formalize the concept of process as a flow 
of data. In section 3 we describe an order of processes. In 
section 4 we describe operations on processes. In section 5 we 
state- continuity of operations on processes. In section 6 we 
show that the operations on processes can be converted into ones
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on iaomorphiam classes of processes. In section 7 we comment the 
approach. Finally, in section 8, which is an appendix, we present 
all necessary proofs. For completeness we present also such 
proofs which are simple reformulations of those in Winskel [s].

2. PROCESSES AS FLOWS OF DATA

We denote processes by structures which we call- flows of 
data. These structures are defined following the idea of 
Winskel [[7 and 8^ as some specific sets of histories.

All datons considered in what follows are assumed to bear 
contents belonging to a nonempty set contents, to be in positions 
belonging to a nonempty set positrons, and to have status in the 
set stati-{A,B,T}, where A stands for absorbed, E for emitted, 
and T for transmitted. All -sets of datons and the sets contents. 
positions, statl are assumed to be members of a universal set 
universe (cf. Cohn [2]) for the concept).

2.1. Definition. A history is h-Q^. ̂ ^.cont^.pos^.st^ ). where X^ 
is a set (of datons). is a partial order on X^ (the causal 
order) such that each xgX^ has only finitely many predecessors, 
and cont^:!^— » contents. pos^:X^— » positions. st^iX^— > stati 
are mappings (giving the content, position, and status of each 
daton) such that sth (x)-A if x is minimal, sth(x)-T if x is neither 
minimal nor maximal, and st^fx)£ Ie.t] if x is maximal but not 
minimal. If X^ is finite (reap.: empty) then we say that h is 
finite (reap.: empty). The empty history is written as enpty. *

2.2. Example. That a process abaorba a daton z, transforms it into 
a daton y, and next uses y to produce and emit a daton z, is a 
history h with Ih-{x,y,z}, x ¿hy ¿ hz, sth(x)-A, sth(y)-T, and 
sth(z)-E (cont^ and pob._ are inessential). We represent it 
graphically in fig. 2.1 writing u:c,m,s for conth(u)-c. pos .̂ (u)-m. 
8t^(u)-a at the respective node. ■



2.3. Definition. We say that a history g la a prefix of a history h, 
written g pref h, iff:
(1) Xg is a lower subset of (Ih, é^)» i«®** y eIg 8111(3 x ̂ hy 

implies xCXgp
(2) ¿g, eontg. and poa^ are the restrictions of cont^.

and poa .̂ respectively, to X
(3) for all *€Xg, st (x)«A implies ath (x)«A. stg(x)-T implies 

stjjixJ-T, and stg(x)-E implies st^Tx) e ft.Sl. m

2.4. Example. That the process in example 2.2 absorbs daton x and 
transforms it into y is a history g with Xg—[x,y}, * ^ gy. 
stg(x)-A, s_tg(y)-E, and cont& and £osg defined for x and y as in h 
in example 2.2. This history is a prefix of h in example 2.2, i.e., 
g pref h, m

2.5. Proposition. The relation pref (which is not a member but is
a subset of universe) is a partial order such that«
(1) empty (the empty history) is the least history,
(2) each set G of histories such that every two f,ggG are 

prefixes of a history h has a least upper bound, or a 
supremum, written as eupG.

(3) each nonempty set G of histories with an upper bound h,
i.e. such that all g6G are prefixes of h, has a greatest
lower bound, or an infinram, written as InfG. x

Proof: in section 8.
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2.6. Definition. For a nonempty set H of histories we write:
(1 ) H is coherent iff supG € H for every Gch which is consistent

in the sense that every two f.geG are prefixes of some h€H 
(are compatible in H),

(2) H is stable iff inf G € H for every nonempty GSH which has an 
upper bound h € H,

(3) H is coincidence-free iff for every h£H and every two 
different x,ySX^ there exists in H a prefix g of h which
separates x and y in the sense that either * € X g and y ^ X g,
or x ^ X g and y6 l g,

(4) H is flnltary iff each h€ H  is the eupremum of a set of 
finite f€H. x

2.7. Proposition. (Winskel [XJ)* Let H be a coherent set of 
histories. For h€H let notfaraftern h denote the following re
lation on Xjj!
x notfaraftern ĥ y iff implies * € X g for all g£H

with g pref h
and for y€ X h let notfarafter^ h y denote the set 
{x€Xfa: x notfarafteru h yj. Then we have:
(1) notfarafter^k y - 0(Xg: g€H, g pref h, y 6 l g) for all 

h€H and all yCX^,
(2) Xh- U(notfarafterH h y: for all h6H,
(3) for all h€H, notfarafter^, h is a quasi-order on Xfa which is

stronger than ^ h, i.e., such that x ^ hy implies
x notfarafter^ h y, and coincident^ where
x coincident^ h y iff x notfaraftern h y and y notfarafter;, x̂, 
is an equivalence relation on X̂ ,,

(4) if H is coincidence-free then all coincident^ ̂  with hiH
are identity relations, and thus all notfarafter^ ^ with 
hGH are partial orders,

(5) if H is stc.ble then:
(5.1) for all h£H and all yfeX^, notfarafter^ h y • Xf, 

where f-inf{g€H: g pref h, y6 X g3,

\
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(5.?) for all g,ta¿H which are compatible in H (are prefixes 
of a history in H) and all yéXgOIj.» 
notfaraftern h y ■ notfarafter^£ y,

(5.3) g.h€H and g pref h then Xg is a lower subset of 
(X^.notfarafter^ fa), i.e., yel^ and 
x aotfaraftern h y implies x£Ig

(6) if H is stable and finitary then all notfaraftern h with
h£B and yfiX^ are finite. a

i
Proof: in section 8.

This proposition shows that a coherent, stable, and finitary 
set of histories induces a consistent family of quasi-orders 
(resp. orders when the set is also coincidence-free) on the sets 
of datons of its members such that each local quasi-order is 
stronger than the causal order and each daton of a member has in 
this member only finitely many predecessors with respect to the 
local quasi-order.

2.8. Definition. A flow of data (or briefly a flow) Is a coherent, 
stable, and finitary (but not necessarily coincidence-free) set p 
of histories such that the empty history belongs to p. The members 
of p are called histories of p. By X^, cont ,̂ and pos ,̂ we
denote the unions of X^, cont^. and pos^, respectively, over
all h£p. If p is a directed set of histories (with respect to 
pref) then we say that p is deterministic. If Xp is finite (resp.: 
empty) then we say that p is finite (resp.: empty). The empty flow 
is written as Nil. *

2.9. Example. Consider a process which independently (and possibly 
concurrently) transforms a daton x into a daton y and a daton u 
into a daton v, and after completing these transformations absorbs 
a daton z. Suppose also that the transformation of x into y and 
that of u into v are indivisible in the sense that only their 
total effects can be observed. We represent this process by the 
flow which is shown in fig. 2.2. Notice that histories h1 and h^ 
have nonempty proper prefixes (the history consisting of x and 
that consisting of u, respectively) which do not belong to the 
flow. Conaequenily, the flow is not coincidence-free and the local
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quasi-orders on the sets of datons of histories are not orders 
(x is coincident with y and u is coincident with v). This reflects 
our assumption that the transformation of x into y and that of u 
into v are indivisible, i.e., that partial executions of these 
transformations are not observable. x

Fig. 2.2

2.10. Example. Consider a process similar to that in example 2.9 
bat such that after completing the transformations of x into y 
and of u into v it produces z on its own either from y or from v. 
This process has histories h^, h2, h^ of the previous one, and 
histories g1t g2, g^, g^, g^, gg as shown in fig. 2.3. Since it 
is impossible to represent them all in one figure similar to 
fig. 2.2, we show additionally their prefix order in fig. 2.4. 
Notice that we represent the daton obtained from y and thati ,obtained from v as the same daton z. Consequently, we have daton*
i which may occur in two different ways. Datons which may occur 
in many different ways are admitted following Winskel £7 and 8̂ ] 
in order to simplify the representation of compositions of flows 
(cf. example 4.6). x



Pig . 2.3

Fig. 2.4
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3. ORDER 0? PROCESSES

There exists a natural order of processes. This order can be 
represented as an approximation order in the set of flows whicfe 
are members of universe.

3.1. Definition. Given two flows p and q in universe, we say that 
p approximates q, written p£q, iff P£q and all geq which are 
prefixes of histories hep are in p. x

3.2. Example. Consider a process which transforms x into y and u 
into v as in example 2.9. We represent this process by the flow 
in fig. 3.1 which approximates the flow in fig. 2.2. Indeed,
{empty,h1 .ĥ .ĥ ]- c { empty.ĥ  .h„.h,.h^)- and the only prefixes of 
histories empty. h.,, h2, hj in {empty.h1 .h,».hj.ĥ 1 are anong

h1, h2, ®

3.3. Proposition. The relation £  (which is not a member but is 
a subset of universe) is a partial order (called the approximation 
order) such that:
(1 ) Nil is the least flow,
(2) e \ch countable chain p0£p.,£... of flows has a least upper 

Y >und q, written as L K p ^  ic«^)* If p0,p1t... are 
c .»incidence-free then q is also coincidence-free. *

Fro.-'f- in section 8.
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3.4. Example. Consider a process which absorbs successively a 
countable sequence x.,,x2,... of datons. The flow representing 
this process (shown in fig. 3.2) is the least upper bound of 
the chain pQ £p.,E... of flows, where pQ- Nil and each

£ ̂ p1,p2,...J represents a process which absorbs successively
X.j i . • • *

Pig. 3.2

4. OPERATIONS ON PROCESSES

Processes can be combined with the aid of operations similar 
to those of CCS. The operations on processes are represented by 
the respective operations on flows.

4.1. Proposition. Let (p^lGI) be a family of flows and let X 
and q be defined as follows:
(1) X - U({i}>*X :i€I),

pi
(2) q is the set of histories h which have copies in flews p^ in 

the sense that either h is empty or there exist i€I and 
ggPj^ 8«ch that:
(2.1) Xh-{i}xlg,
(2.2) for all x,y in X^, x — hy x"(i*u) with some u €Xg 

and y»(i,v) with some v€X such that u vfo o

I
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(2.3) for all x in Ih auch that x-(i,u) with some
we hare conth(x)-contg(n). poBh (x)-poBfi(u). and 
£th (x)-stg (u).

Then q is a flow. If all with i € I are coincidence-free then 
q is also coincidence-free. If 1-0 then q-Nll. u

Proof: straightforward.

4.2. Definition. A flow q as in proposition 4.1 1b called the Bum 
of the family (pi:i6I) of flows and it it written as
If I»{0,l} then q is also written as P0+P1. *

4.3. Example. Consider a process which absorbs a daton x and next 
transforms it into a daton y, and a process which absorbs a daton 
e and next transforms it into a daton t. These processes can be 
represented by flows pQ and p̂  as shown in fig. 4.1. Their sum can 
be represented by the fl w  P0+Pi which is shown in fig. 4.2. The 
prefix order of Pq>Pi can be obtained of the prefix orders of pQ 
and p1 as shown in fig. 4.3. x

P0*p1

Pig. 4.2

Pig. 4.1
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4.4.
and

(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

f 2

^ f
\ empty 

Fig. 4.3

Proposition. Let pQ and p1 be flows and let I, jjTq , jjt.,, 
q be defined as follows:
1 ' {o}^IpoU{lJxIpiU({0 }xXpo)x({l}-Ipi).
prQ is the following partial function from I to Xp :̂

fu if x-(Ofu) or x-((0,u), (1,v)) with uéX , ▼ 61
£In(x)“  ̂ 1^undefined if x-(1,v) with v é X p ,̂
gr., is the following partial function from X to Xp^:

fv if x-(1,v) or x-((0,u),(1,v)) with u€X , \réX 
pr, (x)- < 0

(^undefined if x«(0,u) with u 6 X p ,
q is the set of histories h such that X^ÇX, prQ and 2£-| are 
one-to-one on X̂ , and h consists of some f€P0 and g g p1 in 
the following sense:
(4.1) and ^ (X jj J- X g ,
(4.2) It —>5 _: the transitive closure of the following— n i,g

relation on 1^:
x -*ÿ#g J if* EEq OO  ̂ f££()(y) or Er-^x^gEE^y),

(4.3) if x.yGI^ are such that x coin* g y does not hold 
for the transitive closure of the following relation 
on Xh:
z colnf g t iff prQ(z ) coincident  ̂ f prQ(t) or

££,(2) coincident^ e £r.,(t)
then x and y can be separated by a prefix e of h such 
that prQfXc )-Xc for a prefix c ^P q of f and £T1(Xe)- X^ 
for a prefix d € P1 of g.
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(4.4) for all * € * h»

Í contf(u) if x«(0,u)
contf(u)-cont6(v) if x-((0,u),(1,v))

contg(v) if x-(1,v),
fpoe.»(u) if x-(0,u)

20Sh (x)- J £08f(u).£08g (v) if x-((0,u),(1,v)) 
[jD08g (v) if X-(1,v),

Ístf (u) if x»(0,u)T with stf(u)-E and stg(v)»A 
or stf (u)-A and stg(y )-E 

if x-((0,u),(1,v))
£tg(T ) if x*(!*▼).

(4.5) for each x £ X h there exists a finite prefix e of h 
such that x € X e, prQ(Xc)«XC for a prefix c£pQ of f,
and £r^(Xe)-X^ for a prefix d £ p̂  of g.

Then q is a flow. If pQ and p1 are coincidence-free then q is 
also coincidence-free. x

Proof: in section 8.

4.5. Definition. A flow q as in proposition 4.4 is called the 
composition of flowB pQ and p1 and it is written as pQ || P1. *

4.6. Example. Consider a process as in example 2.9 with cY»cy 
and and a flow pQ denoting this process as in fig. 4.4.
Consider a process which transforms in one indivisible step a 
daton t with content ct-cy and position into a daton w
with content cw“°2 and position niw“IBzi and a flow p1 denoting 
this process as in fig. 4.5. When combined together these pro
cesses behave as a process which can be denoted by the 
composition pQJJ p1 of flows pQ and p., with histories as in
fig. 4.6 and the prefix order of histories as in fig. 4.7. x

I
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Flg. 4.4

Pi

Fig. 4.5

/
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4.7. Example. Consider a process which is one indivisible step:
(1) absorbs a daton x:c,i,A, (2) emits a daton y:P(c),m,E to the 
environment and waits for an aclcnowledgment with x transformed 
into z:cfjtT, (3) absorbs an acknowledgment t:0,n,A and uses z 
and t to produce u:c,k,E. We represent this process by flow p
in fig. 4.8. Consider another process which in one indivisible 
step: (1) absorbs a daton x':d,i',A and a daton y':F(c),m,A,
(2) uses x' and y' to produce u':G(d,F(c)),k',E and an 
acknowledgment t':0,n,E. We represent this process by flow p in 
fig. 4.9. When combined together these processes behave as a pro 
cess which can be represented by the composition p [|p of p and p 
Histories of p II P consist of those of p and p as shown In
fig. 4.10.

The process represented by p may be regarded as CCS action 
of offering the value F(c) at position m. The one represented 
by p may be regarded as CCS action of demanding F(c) at m. The 
composition p || p represents the possible executions of such 
actions including the joint execution. Similarly for CSP (cf. 
Hoare £33)* Note that without assuming the indivisibility of p 
and p this interpretation would be wrong. s

t
> *:c,J#T

• (c),mfE

• x:c,i,A

P

Pig. 4.8
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Pig. 4.9

Fig. 4.10
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4.8. Proposition. Let pQ and p1 be flows and let q be defined as 
in proposition 4.4 except that in condition (4.4) we require:

{stf(u) if x-(0,u)T with stf (u)-E and st (v)-A 
if x-((0,u),(1, v ) ) 

stg(v) if x-(1,v).
Then q is a flow and it is coincidence-free when both pQ and p1 
are coincidance-free. *

Proof: similar to that of proposition 4.4.

4.9. A flow q as in proposition 4.8 is called the asymmetric 
composition of flows Pq and p1 and it is written as p1. »

4.10. Proposition. Let pQ be a finite deterministic flow with 
a maxim«! history h(pQ), let p1 be an arbitrary flow, let q be 
the asymmetric composition of pQ and p1 (i.e., q*P0* p., ), and 
let r be defined as the subset of histories h€q such that eithet 
h is empty or it consists of h(pQ) and a history g of p^. Then r 
is a flow. *

Proof: straightforward.

4.11. Definition. A flow r as In proposition 4.10 is called the 
result of prefixing the finite deterministic flow pQ to flow pn 
and it is written as P0«Pi* *

4.12. Example. Consider the process in example 3.4 which absorbs 
successively a countable sequence x^x^x^,... of datons, where
x1-(0,u1), x2-(1,v2), x5-(1,v5)........ The flow in fig. 3.2
which represents this process is the result of prefixing the 
flow p0 in fig. 4.11 to the flow p1 in fig. 4.12. Here pQ re
presents a deterministic process which absorbs u1 and p1 a pro
cess which absorbs successively v2,v2...... a
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P0

Fig. 4.11

Pi

F ig . 4.12

4.13. Proposition. Let p be a flow and M c poaltiona a set of po
sitions. Then the set of histories h£p such that poa^f x ^ M  for 
all which are minimal in (X̂ , denoted p̂ , is a flow.
If p is coincidence-free then pM is also coincidence-free. x

Proof: straightforward.

4.14. Proposition. For a flow p let Z be the set of pairs (x,f) 
such that f €p and x € X f. Then the following relation is an 
equivalence on Z:
(x,f) <^(y,g) iff x-y and there exists a common prefix egp of f 

and g such that x€ X #. x

Proof: in section 8.
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4.15. Proposition. Let p be a flow, let M C positions, and let pK 
be defined as in propoaltion 4.13. Let 2 and be defined as in 
proposition 4.14, let X»Z/«/ be the set of eauivalence classes 
of members of Z with respect to ~ , and let nat be the napping 
assigning to each z€Z the eauivalence class of z. For every 
history g € PM we define ?M(g) as h-(Xh, é h»Ç0nth,£O£h,sth), where:
(1) Xh- (nat(x,g): x €Xg and £osg(x)^M}f
(2) u £hv iff u.nat(x.g), v-nat(y.g) €Xh with i 4 gy,
(3) £onth(u)-çontg(x), posh(u)-po8£(x).'and sth(u)-stg(x), for 

all nÊX^ such that u-nat(x,g) with x€Xg.
Then all PM (g) with g g Pjj are histories, q- {PM (g): g 6 Pj^ is a
flow, and q is coincidence-free if p is coincidence-free. k

Proof: in section 8.

4.16. Definition. A flow q as in proposition 4.15 is called the 
result of hiding the subset M of positions in the flow p, and it 
is written as ¡[hidden M} p. A history h-FM (g)éq with gep^ is said
to be obtained by hiding M in g. x

4.17. Example. In fig 4.14 we have a flow q which is the result
of hiding the set M»{j] of positions in a flow p which is shown
in fig. 4.13. Note that history g^ has a minimal daton with 
position j and thus It does not belong to pM> Note also that (z,g?) 
is not equivalent to (ztg^) and thus f,f5̂ g2 ^ FM^g3 '̂ *

Pig. 4.13
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(gj

f f ig .  4.14

4.18. Proposition. Let p*be a flow and S £  poaitlonBx positions 
a partial function, called a replacement. For every history gep 
we define S(g) ae h-Uh. ̂ h>conth.posh>ath). where *h-Xg. 
éjj* ̂ g* cont^-contg, st^-st^, and

iS(pos (i)) if Sfpos (x)) ia defined: ■ . ' ’
£0Sg(k) otherwise

for all x€ X h. Then all S(g) with g€P are histories,
q- {s(g): g e p } is a flow, and q is coincidence-free if p is
coincidence-free. »

Proof: straightforward.
4.19. Definition. A flow q as in preposition 4.18 is called the
result of replacement S in the flow p, and it is written as [s^p.
A history h>S(g)gq with g e p  Is called the result of replacement
S in g. *
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5. CONTINUITY O? OPERATIONS

The operations on flows allow us to construct processes from 
processes. In this section we show that recursive definitions are 
alço possible. Namely, we prove that the operations on flows are 
continuous in the sense that they preserve least upper bounds of 
countable chains, which allows us to define flows as least 
solutions of fixed-point equations.

By flows we denote the set of all flows in universe (this set 
is closed with respect to the operations on flows; it' is a subset 
but not a aeaber of universe). In this set we have the partial 
approximation order E . Given a cardinal n in universe, by flows” 
we denote the respective cartesian power of flows (such a power is 
a subset of universe). In flowsn we have the product order induced 
by £. We write it also as c  and call the approximation order.

5.1. Definition, let P: flows01 » flows0 be a mapping. We say that
y is monotonie iff pçq implies F(p)sP(q) for all p.o g flows111.
We say that P is continuous iff P ( L! ̂ :ie to))- lKPÎP^):i€•*>) for 
all countable chains p ^ p ^ . . .  of members of flows”. x

It is well lenown that P is continuous iff it is continuous 
in each argument separately.

5.2. Proposition. Let P : flows18— -» flows11. Then P is continuous 
iff it is monotonie and P( U (pjîieiO)) SLliPip^Jtie^) for all 
countable chains p0 np.,e... of members of flows"1. x

f

Proof: straightforward.

The continuity is a property which guarantees the existence 
of least solutions of fixed-point equations of the fora p«P(p,q).

V

5.5. Proposition. Let P:flowsm*̂  ^ flows111 be a continuous
mapping which maps each (m+n)-family consisting of p £ flows™ and 
o e flowsn into r-P(p.q ) 6 flowsm. Then:
(1) for each o€ flows0 the.fixed-point equation p»P(p,q) has a 

least solution h(q).



(2) h(q) ia given by the formula 
h(q)- Ü ÎP iS iC O ),
where P0-Nila, and pi^1-F(pi,q) for all igcO,

(3) the mapping h:q l— >h(q) of flows11 into flows18 is 
continuous.

We write h as flx^? and call F I— *■ h a flxed-polnt operator. »

Proof: well known from literature nd straightforward.

The operations on flows have the following continuity 
properties.

5.4. Proposition. The sum of a family of flows is continuous in 
each argument. ■

Proof: straightforward.

5.5. Proposition. The composition (resp.: asymmetric composition) 
of flows is continuous in each argument. n

Proof: in section 8 (in case of asymmetric composition the proof 
is essentially as in case of usual one).

5.6. Proposition. Prefixing a finite deterministic flow p to 
a flow q is continuous with respect to q. r

Proof: similar to that of proposition 5.5.

5.7. Proposition. Hiding a subset M of positions in a flow is 
continuous. *

Proof: in section 8.

5.8. Proposition. Replacement of positions in a flow is 
continuous. *
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Proof: straightforward.
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Theae properties can be summarized as foilowe.

5.9. Definition. By basic operations on flows we mean the 
following ones: /

- summation,
- composition,
- asymmetric composition,
- prefixing (a fixed finite deterministic flow to flows),
- hiding (a subset of positione in flows),
- replacement (of positions in flows). k

5.10. Proposition. Basic operations on flows ara continuous, x

The continuity extends easily *.c larger classes of 
operations on flows.

5.11. Definition. By derived operatíor.r en flows we mean the 
operations which can be obtair.e:: by superposing basic ones and 
projections of the fori (p,::61) I— >- pi. x

Prom this definition and 5.10 we obtain the following 
property.

5.12. Proposition. Derived operations on flows are continuous, x

5.13. Definition. By definable operations on flows we mean the 
operations which can be obtained of basic ones and projections 
with the aid of superpositions and fixed-point operators. x

5.14. Proposition. Definable operations on flows are 
continuous. x

Proof: a direct application of 5.3 and 5.10.

The continuity of definable operations on flows allows us 
to define flows (and thus processes) by fixed-point equations.

5.15. Example. Consider a .process consisting of indivisible steps, 
each step transforming the current state, say x:c,m,A, and
a daton y:d,i,A from the environment into a state z:f(c,d),n,E
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and a resulting daton t:g(c,d),;J,E, where in the initial step 
m is an input position, and in each subsequent step m denotes 
a hidden position identical with n of the previous step. We may 
represent a step of this process by flow q in 'fig. 5.1 and the 
entire process by the least solution of the fixed-point equation:
p -[Ridden n](q || (n/mjp) ,
where n/m denotes the replacement of m by n. This solution is 
shown in fig. 5.2. *

Pig. 5.1

P

Pig. 5.2
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5.16. Example. Consider a channel which transmits messages from 
one place ta another such that each message may be transmitted 
with an error but only a finite number of consecutive incorrect 
transmissions is possible. Suppose that a message can be 
delivered to the channel at position i when the channel declares 
ready at position ?, and that the channel delivers the message 
It receives or a special signal error at position 3 when there 
is a signal ready at position J.

The behaviour of such a channel is a process which can be 
defined by combining actions represented by flows in fig. 5.3.

Pig. 5.3

\
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The construction ia aa follows.
Assuming that the data to be transmitted may range over a 

set D, we define for each d£D a flow pd which repreaenta an 
Incorrect tranamisslon of d:
p -̂ [hidden k~) ([k/end] read d at i (| [k/begin] with d error at .1). 
and we denote by p the sum of all auch pd:
P - Z (Pd id € D).
Similarly, we define a flow q̂  which repreaenta a correct 
transmission of d:
0j-[hidden k~) (pc/endj read d at i || [k/beglnj write d at j), 
and we denote by q the sum of all auch q̂ :

<1 * e D )#
Then we define a flow r whoae hiatoriea repreaent finite 
sequenceB of consecutive incorrect tranamiaaiona. This can be 
done by taking for r the leaBt solution of the following fixed- 
-point equation:
r - r*[hidden nf]( [m/end] r (] [m/begin]p).
Finally, the behaviour of the channel may be represented by the 
least solution of the following fixed-point equation:
a - [[hidden n1 ,nj ( fn.,/end]r II /begin, n2/end[Jq || [n2/be£inja).
That r and 8 are flows aa required can be verified taking into 
account property (2) of proposition 5.3 and the definitiona of 
operationa.

The definition we have constructed of a channel could be 
combined with a description of sender and receiver. In thia 
way we could define varioua communication protocola. i
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6. ISOMORPHISM CLASSES OF PROCESSES

Up to now we represented processes by concrete flows and 
considered operations on concrete flows. We did so since we 
wanted to have a complete partied, order of flows and the 
continuity of operations, which was necessary to define pro
cesses by fixed-point equations. However, the operations on 
concrete flows do not possess properties which would result in 
a useful calculus (for example, the composition of flows is 
neither commutative nor associative). For this reason we suggest 
considering Isomorphism classes of flows rather than concrete 
flows, and we show how to adapt the fixed-point technique to 
defining isomorphism classes of flows. We start with the concept 
of isomorphism of flows.

6.1. Definition. An isomorphism from a flow p to a flow q is 
a bisection h:Ip ^X^ such that:
(1) to eaoh history f € p there corresponds a unique history 

g£q, written as b(f), where:
(1.1) Xg-b(If),
(1.2) for all x,y Ift x y iff b(x) sJgh(y),
(1.3) for all x€ X f, cont .̂(x)-contg(b(x)), 

posf(x)-posg(b(x))t and stf(x)-stg(b(x)),
(2) for each history g£q there exists a unique history f ep 

with g-b(f).
If such an isomorphism exists then p and q are 3aid to be 
isomorphic, written as p/vq. x

6.2. Example. The composition pQ /J p1 of two flows p^ and p1 is 
isomorphic with p,, f| pQ , i.e., pQ || p ^  p. || pQ. The isomorphism 
can be established by restricting properly the correspondence: 
t>((0,x))-(1,x) for (0,x)€ {o}xXp ,̂ b((1,y))-(0,y) for
Oty)€{1} * * Pi. and b(((0,x), (1,y)))-((0,y), (1,x)) for
( ( o , x ) . ( i , y ) ) € ( { ? i ~ x po) x ( { i 3 x x p i ) .  «
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I general, we hare the following isomorphisme of flows.

6.3- Proposition. For all flows p, q,r we have:
(1) p+Nll ~p.
(2) p+qA/q+p,
(3) (p-*-q)+r/vp+(q+r),
(4) P || »11-P.
(5) pl|q~ql|p.
( O  (p II q) II r«P 11(4 IIr). x

Pi of: (1) - (5) are straightforward (cf. example 6.2); the idea 
of how to prove (6) is given in section 8.

Properties (2) and (3), which express the conraiutativity and 
associativity of summation up to isomorphism, extend on sums of 
infinite families of flows.

The technique we have developed of defining concrete flows 
can be applied to define isomorphism classes of flows. This can 
be justified as follows.

The relation "to be isomorphic* extends easily on families 
of flows (two families (p^:l£I) and (q^ifel) are regarded to 
be isomorphic iff their corresponding components are isomorphic).

6.4. Definition. Let F:flowsm— » flows0 be a mapping. We say 
that F preserves isomorphisms iff F(p) and F(p') are isomorphic 
whenever p and p' are isomorphio, that is, iff p ^ p 7 implies 
F(p)~F(p'). *

6.5. Proposition. All definable operations on flows preserve 
isomorphisms. x

Proof: in section 8.

6.6. Définition. Any two operations of the same arity ou flows 
are said to be isomorphic iff the values of these operations 
for each family of arguments are isomorphic. x



6.7. Example. The following pairs of operations on flows are 
isomorphic (cf. proposition 6.3):

(p.q) I— * P+q 411(1
(p.q.r) I— > (p>q)*r and
(p.q) i— * p II q “ »d
(p,q,r) H-> (p || q) || r and

The fallowing property guarantees that the technique of 
defining concrete flows applies to isomorphism classes of flows.

6.8. Proposition. If two definable operations on flows are 
constructed in the sane manner of isomorphic operations on 
flows then they are isomorphic. x

Proof: in section 8.«.

6.9. Example. Let q be a flow as in example 5.15. Then the 
operations
(p.q) 1— *  q il [a/«]p  and (p.q) I— ► [*/*]p  11 q
are isoaorphic. On the other hand, by 6.8, the operations
( P . q )  I— ^ Q hidden n](q )| (n/a]p)
and
( P .  q )  I— * [hidden n] ( [n/aQp II q )
are also isomorphic. Hence the least solutions of the following 
fixed-point aquations are isoaorphic:
p - [hidden nj (q II (p/»]p)
and
p - [hidden n]([n/a]p || q) . x

(p.q) )— > q+p .
(p.q.r) 1— > P*(q«-r) ,
(P.q) I— * q 11 P .
(P.q.r) 1— > p || (q II r) . x
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7. COMMENTS

We have been trying to show how to represent processes as 
flows of data and how to define operations similar to those of 
CCS on processes represented in such a way. We have been doing 
this for the following reasons:
(1) data are objects easier to imagine and more primitive than 

events; consequently the concept of flow of data is of 
lower level and easier to understand than that of event 
structure,

(2) implementation of flows of data does not require joint 
execution of events by processes and so it is simpler 
than Implementation of event structures,

(3) the concept of flow of data does not impose any restriction 
on the nature of events; in particular, it admits events 
which require data from more than one process and produce 
data for more than one process.
When formalizing the concept of flow of data we have been 

looking for a model powerful enough to express all essential 
properties of processes, for this reason we have resigned of 
simple trace models in which no direct means are available to 
say that something will happen. Instead we have decided to adapt 
the more complicated but also more adequate model of Winskel 
[7 and 8], in which all the possible runs of a process are re
presented.

We have been able to come to a solution as we wanted by 
modifying appropriately the model of Winskel.

In order to describe how data depend on each other we had 
to represent histories as partially ordered seta of datons, 
where the partial order may differ from that induced by the 
containment of histories. So our histories are richer than event 
structure configurations which are only sets.

Moreover, in order to express that the accessibility of 
data may change from one history to another, we had to relate 
the meaning of each daton to particular histories rather than'to 
entire process. This has brought us to a further enrichment of 
the concept of history.
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Consequently, we had to modify correspondingly the concept 
of containment of histories. We did that by introducing a prefix 
order and by replacing intersections and unions of sets of 
histories by infima and suprema with respect to this order.

Beside the above necessary modifications we have added 
one more. Namely, we have admitted flows in which datons need not 
be separated by histories and we have reformulated 
correspondingly the definitions of operations on flows. This has 
been done with the idea to modell the possible indivisibility of 
actions of processes. It allows us to modell the concept of joint 
execution of actions by processes (cf. example 4.7). Thus we are 
able to define processes as in the original CCS, or as in CSP as 
developed by Hoare [[33.

The paper is thought as a starting point to further studies. 
We would like to develop a manageable and practically useful 
technique of defining processes as flows of data and to work 
out aethods for reasoning about such processes.

8. APPENDIX

8.1. Proof of 2.5.
(2): for a set G of histories such that every two f,g£G are 
prefixes of a history we define:

Then we prove that h«(Xh, ¿1^.cont^.pos^.st^) 1b the supremum of G. 
The proof steps are as follows.

V  U ( V * 6 G),
x ¿hy iff x ̂ gy for some g £G, 
cont^- U (contg:g 6 G),
PQBh- U (poBg:g£G).

and, o1 "* 'r

A if stg(x)-A for some g£G 
T if stg(x)-T for some g£G 
E if st (x)-B for all g£G.
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1. is a partial order on X^.
The reflexlvity is obvious. For the transitivity and anti

symmetry suppose that x ¿-̂ y and y ^ z .  Then there exist f 6 G and 
g 6 G such that x ¿rfy and y As f and g are prefixes of a
history e, we have x ̂ ey ̂ ez, and thus x ^gy < g s' Hence * < h».
In particular, for x-z we have x-y.
2. Each (Xg, ̂ g) with g€G is a restriction of (X̂ , to a
lower subset of (X̂ , ̂ h)«

Let y 6 Xg and x ¿^y. Then there exists feG such that x ¿ fy.
As f and g are prefixes of a history e, we have x ¿ ey with y eXg,
which implies x CXg and x égy» On the other hand, x implies

3. Each yéXjj has only finitely many predecessors.
Let g £ 6 be such that y^Xg. If x é^y then x ̂ ^y for some

f 65. As f and g are prefixes of a history e, we have x ̂ „y, and
thus y €Xg implies * 6 Xg and x é^y. Hence -̂ x 6 Xh:x ¿ hy} equals
to {x^Xj^x^gyJ which is a finite set.
4. h is a history.

This property follows from 1, 3, the definition of st^. and
the fact that x^X^ is minimal in (X̂ , x minimal in
some (Xg, ¿g) with g€G, and that x Xjj is maximal in (X̂ , h)
iff x is maximal in all (X . ¿„) with g 6 G and xéX».g g g
5. Each g £d is a prefix of h.

This property follows from 2 and the definition of at^.
6. If e is a history such that each g£G is a prefix of e then h 
is a prefix of e.

If all g£G are prefixes of e then X^C Xe, and cont^.
poa^ are the restrictions of ¿ e, cont^, posc, respectively, 
to Xjj, and 8tg(x)-A for some g£ G  implies stg(x)-A. stg(x)-T for 
some g€G implies st^x)-!, and stg(x)-E for all g€G implies 
st (x)6 {T,E}. Hence h is a prefix of e.
(3): For a nonempty Bet G of prefixes of a history e we define:

VrtiXgtgeo), 
x ^ hy iff x ¿¿y for all g 6 0, 
conth- n (cont :g 6 G).
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PQBh- n(poeg :g gG),

and, for all xgX^,
k if stg(x)-A for all g£G 
T if stg(x)-T for all g€G 
X if stg(x)€ {T,E} for all g£G 

and 8tg(x)-E for some g€G.
Then we prove that h-(Xh, eont^.poe^.st^) ie the inflmum of G. 
The proof steps are as follows.
1. is a partial order on Xh such that each y éXfa has only 
finitely nany predecessors.

Straightforward.
2. For all g€G, (Xfa, is a restriction of (Xg, ̂ g) to a lower 
subset of (X ,O o

Let g 6 0, y tljj, and By the definition of Xfa we have
y€Xg. As g is a prefix of e, we have x ̂ y .  As all members f 
of G are prefixes of e, we have x€ X h and x ̂ y for all f £ G.
Thus Xjj is a lower subset of (Xg, and is the restriction 
°f ¿ g to Xh.
3. h is a history.

This property follows from 1, the definition of st^. and the
fact that xéX^ is minimal in iff * 1® minimal in all
(Xg, with g € 0, and that x € X h is maximal in x
is maximal in (Xg, for some g 6 G.
4. h is a prefix of all g€G.

This property follows from 2 and the definition of st^.
5. If d is a prefix of all g 6 G then d is a prefix of h.

If d is a prefix of all g£G then and ¿ d, cont^.
poSj are the restrictions of cont^. poa^. respectively,
to Xj, and atj(x)-A implies st^(x)-A, et^(x)-T implies st^(x )-T. 
and 8tj(x)-E implies st^ix) g ÎT.EÎ. Hence d is a prefix of h.

This ends the proof of 2.5.
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8.2. Proof of 2.7.
(1) and (2) are straightforward.
(3): Let x notfarafter^ h y and y notfarafter^ h z . Then y eXg 
for each prefix gCH of h with * 6 Xg, and * 6 Xg for each prefix
g 6 H of h with y€Xg. Hence xeIg for *aoh prefix g€H of h with 
z€Xg, and thus x notfarafter^ h z . Together with the obvious 
reflexivity it implies that notfarafter^ ^ ie a quasi-order. If 
x ¿hy then * £ tor each prefix geH of h with y€Xg. Thus 
notfarafter^j h is stronger than
(4): Let H be coincidence-free. If x coincident^ h y then x and 
y cannot be separated by a prefix g 6 H of h. Hence x and y cannot 
be different. Thue coincident h is the identity relation on Ih 
and notfarafter^ h it a partial order.
(5.1): As H Is stable and h 6 H is an upper bound of all prefixes 
gtH of h, we have f-inf{gfeH:g pref h, yg X g3£H. Let y 6 *h-
If x notfaraftern h y th?n x iIg for all prefixes g €H of h with 
y€Xg, and hence x€Xf. Conversely, if x 6 Xf then x €Xg for all 
prefixes g € H of h with y € Xg, and hence x notfarafteru h y •
(5.2): Let g,h€H be compatible in H and let y^X^AXjj. Then 
c-lnf(ee-H? e pref g, y € X e}£H and
d-inf fe g H: e pref h, y 6 Xe}6 H are compatible in H and y e * cn x d.
Consider e-inf fc.d) 6 H. We have y € X g and e pref g, and thus, by 
the definition of c, c is a prefix of e. Hence c-lnf(c.d). 
Similarly, d-inf fc.d). Thus c-d. Applying (5.1) we obtain 
notfarafter^ y - notfaraftern g y .
(5.3): thie property is a direct consequence of (5.2).
(6 ): is E is stable, we have notfarafter^ h y - Xf, where 
f-icf |g g H: g pref h, y€Xg}. As H is flnitary, we have a finite
prefix e£H of h with y 6 Xe< Hence f is finite, and thus
notfarafter^ h y is finite.

This ends the proof of 2.7.
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8.3. Proof of 3.5.
It is straightforward that i= is a partial order and that 

Nil approximates each flow.
Let p0cp.c... be a countable chain of flows. We define q 

to be the set of histories h such that:
(1) h1-sup{gg PA: g Pref hj g px for all i €o ,
(2) h-auj^h^: igcO),
and prove that q is/ a flow and that i* has properties of the 
least upper bound of the chain pQ n p1£... . The proof steps are 
as follows.
1. q is coherent.

As pQ cq» q is nonempty. Let G be a subset of q such that 
every two f€G and ggG are compatible in q. Then the respective 
fi and g^ are compatible for all 1 <r oj(f pref e and g pref e 
implies fA pref and gi pref e^). Hence Bug(h^:h£G) gpj and 
supfh^h €G)-Bup(aup{g €P1: g pref hj: hgG) is a prefix of 
supfg 6 P^: g pref supGl-(supG^. We shall prove that (supG is 
a prefix of sup(h^:h g G ). which implies (supG^ - supfh^h gG) g p̂ . 
It suffices to prove that each daton x of (supG)^ can be found 
in supfh^h € Q) and that it has there status T if its status in 
(supG)^ is T.

As pA is fiultary, there exists a finite f^Pj with 
f pref bupG and x 6 X̂ !. On the other hand, each y£Xf can be found 
in some hgG, and thus in some hjgp^. As f is finite, there 
exists J such that f is a prefix of sup(hj:h gQ). As f gpi is a 
prefix of supfhj :h£G) gPj and PjEPj, we have *£P-j» Thus, for 
each hgG, f and ĥ  are compatible in py and hence inf(f.hj) g p^. 
On the other hand, inf (f.hj ) is a prefix of f cP^EPj, which 
implies inf(f.hj)£ p^. Hence f-inf(f,su£(h^:h £ G))- 
supflnf (f.hj ):h gG). where sup(inf(f.h^ ):h6 G) is a prefix of 
sug(hi:h€G). Thus x which is in f can be found in sup(h^:h £ G).
It remains to prove that the status of x in sup(hi:hgG) is T if 
it is T in (sugG)i. However, this property follows from the fact 
that if the status of x in (sugG)i is T then there exists a 
finite f 6 p1 with f pref supG. x gX^, and the status of x in f 
ecual to T.

Thus (su£3)i-su£(hi:h £G) for all l€<-) and consequently 
sup3 g q.
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2. q lo stable.
Let G cq be nonempty and such that all members of G are 

prefixes of some heq. Then (infG)i-sxip{g gp^; g pref Infg]- 
sup(sup[g e Pĵ t g pref e : e pref f for all fe G ) e p 1 for iecj 
since all g € pA satisfying g pref e with e pref f for all f€G 
are prefixes of h^. On the other hand, we have infG- 
inf (sup(fi;l fui):f €G)-inf (Bupfsupfg g p^ g pref f} : i geo) :f e G)- 
sup(sup(sup{g € p^: g pref e}:i €<*>): e pref f for all f€G). 
supfeupfsupfg € Pĵ : g pref e}: e pref f for all feG):i£«). 
sup((infG)^:l gcj). Hence infG € q.
3. q is finitary.

For each h Cq we have h-supih^si geo) with h^ in finitary pA 
and thus with h^ being the supremum of a set of finite fepj. 
Hence h is the supremum of a set of finite f£q.
4. If p^ are coincidence-free for all ifeO then q is also 
coincidence-free.

If x and y are two different datons in h € q then they are 
datons of some hi with i€cO. As all p^ are coincidence-free, 
there exists in pi a prefix g of h^ which separates x and y.
Then g is a prefix of h, it belongs to q, and separates x and y.
5. q is an upper bound of the chain p0 c p 1c... .

It is straightforward that PAc q for all if<J, Suppose that 
h€q is a prefix of some eePj. Then h-sup(hj :.1 e«o) with hj g p̂  
being prefixes of e ep̂  ̂and thus belonging to p^. As p^ is 
coherent and hQ pref h1# h1 pref h2,... , we obtain 
h-sugCh^ g pA. Consequently p ^ q  for all i€<0.
6. q is the least upper bound of the chain PqEP^ £••• •

Let r be an upper bound of the chain. Suppoee that hgq. 
Then hQ,h1,... are in r and they are pairwise compatible (hQ is 
a prefix of h1, h1 is a prefix of h2, etc.). Consequently her. 
Thus qCr. Suppose that h e r  and h is a prefix of some eeq.
Then h^-supfg g P^: g pref h] 6 r, h^ is a prefix of ê , and, due 
to Pjcr, we obtain h ^ p ^ .  As each h^ is a prefix of h, also 
supfhj^iecj)^ o is a prefix of h. We shall prove that h is a 
prefix of Bupfh^ilgcJ). which implies that h-supfh^ilgo) 60 and 
thus qcr. It suffices to prove that each daton x of h can be 
found in supCh^iiguj) and that it has there atatua T if its
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status in h is T. However, this follows from the fact that x can 
be found in a finite prefix f 6 r of h such that the status of x 
in f is T if the status of x in h is T. Namely, such an f being 
finite ie a prefix of some h^ and thus x is a daton of 
supfh^ii £u)) as required.

This ends the proof of 3.3.

8.4. Proof of 4.4.
' The proof steps are as follows.

1. If h£q consists of f £p0 and g£p^ and e is a prefix of h 
such that pr0(Xc)-Xc for a prefix c£pQ of f and jar1(Ie)-Xd for 
a prefix d £ p1 of g then e £q and e consists of c and d.

We have to prove that e,c,d satisfy (4.1) - (4.5) of 4.4.
(4.1): from the definition of e.
(4.2): Suppose that x ¿ ey. As e is a prefix of h, we have x ¿^y.
By property (4.2) of h there exists a chain
x’xO “ »f,g*** -*f,gxn*ry such that E£o(xi)^fE£o(xi+i) or
£r1 (xA) ̂ g£I-| (xl+1) for ®ach Pair (xi*xi+-|)* As ® pref f and
d pref g, from ^(Xjj) (xn+1 ) with £r0 (xn+1)£Xc or

with £r1(xn*1)€Xd we obtain*
£r0 (xa) ^ c2r0 (xn+1) with £r0 (xn)£Xc or ̂  (xj (xn+1) with
Er.,(xn)£Xd, etc. . Hence x — >*fdy. Thus x implies x->*i(Jy.
Suppose that x — .y. As c pref f and d pref g, we have „ c t a
x— ^y. Hence x ¿^y. As e pref h and x,y£Xe, we have x ^ gy. 
Thus x — dy implies x ¿ gy.
(4.3): Let x,y€Xe satisfy the requirement of (4.3) for e. Then 
x and y satisfy the requirement of (4.3) for h since prQ and £r1 
are one-to-one on Xfa and c pref f and d pref g. Hence there 
exists a prefix b of h which separates x and y and satisfies 
¿ T q ^ ) ^  for a prefix i£p0 of c and ^ ( X ^ - X j  for a prefix 
J £ p 1 of d. Talcing k-inf(b.e) we obtain a prefix of e as 
required.
(4.4) and (4.5): straightforward.
2. If h£q consists of f£P 0 and g £p1 and e is any prefix of h 
then prQ(Xg) is a lower subset of (X̂ , and gr^Xg) is a lower 
subset of (Xg, 4g).
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Suppose that ueX^. and u i^v for some v gpr^fX^.). Then 
▼-£Tq (y) for some y & X e- On the other hand, ¿^(X^-I^ and hence 
u -£Tq (x ) for some x£Xh. Prom u-prQ(x) ¿ fprQ(y)-v we obtain 
x ¿jjy* As e is a prefix of h, we have x €Xe and hence u £ prQ(Xc). 
Inns £rQ(Xe) ie a lower subset of (Xf, ¿f). Similarly ££1(Xe) ie 
a lower subset of (X̂ , ¿g)»
3. For each h€q there exist unique hQ g pQ and h1g.p1 such that 
h consists of hg and h^.

This property follows from tht fact that prQ and £r1 are 
one-to-one on Xfa and from the fact that h satisfies (4.1) - (4.5) 
of 4.4.
4. q is coherent.

Suppose that GCq is ouch that every two f eG and g6G are 
compatible in q (are prefixes of a member of q). We have to prove 
that h-supG belongs to q.

By 3, every two fQ and gQ with f and g in G are compatible. 
Hence we have c-sup(gQ:g gG) gpQ. Similarly, d-sup(g1 :g gG) g p1 . 
We shall prove that h consists of c and d (and thus c-hQ and 
d-h1).
(4.1): We have ^ ( X ^ - et^  U (X :g gG))-UCEIoCXg^g 6G)- 
U(Xgo:ge G)-Xc. Similarly, £T1(Xh)-X(l.
(4.2): Suppose that * ^ hy- Then there exiete g6G such that
x ̂ gy. Hence x — ;►* g y and consequently x — ;? dy. Thus x 4^y
implies x — >-* dy. Suppose that x — dy with * £ X f for some f£G 
and y f Xg for 80me Without a loss of generality we may
assume that prQ(x) ¿rcprQ(y) with jgî ix) g Xf  ̂ and prQ(y)gXg^

or £r1 (x) 4d££i (y) £I1(*)^Xfi a»“ 1 £ ^ 0 0  6 ^ -  AtJ f and 8
are compatible in q, there exists eeq such that f pref e and 
g pref e. For such e we have, by 2, Xe^ and

£Io(x) ¿ eoIIo(y)* or Er-iW’E E i ty^e, 411(1 <et*£| <y>■
Conseouently x — £  _ y, which implies x  ^  y .  As ygX and 

0* 1 g 
g pref e, we have x ¿^y. Hence x ¿^y. Thue x — *•* dy implies

X ~hy’ . ,
(
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(4.3): Let x j £ i h satisfy the requirement of (4.3). As every two 
members of G are compatible in q, we have ieq such that x,y
On the other hand, x and y satisfy the requirement of (4.3) for i. 
Hence there exists a prefix 3 of i which separates x and y and
satisfies H o ( Xj)“Xk for a Prefix k £ ?o of i 0 411(1 21i(xj)"xi for 
a prefix l € p 1 of i1. Thus we obtain a prefix J of h as reouired.
(4.4) and (4.5): straightforward.
5. q is stable.

Suppose that G£q is nonempty and there exists beq such that
g pref b for all g£G. We have to prove that h-lnfG belongs to q.

As each gQ with g£G is a prefix of b0, we have
c-inf (gQ:g£G) € pQ. Similarly, d-inf (g1 :g£ G) 6 p1. We shall prove 
that h consists of c and d (and thus c-hQ and d-h1). y

(4.1): As prQ is one-to-one on Xb, we have prQ(Xh)-pr0(0 G))- 
niiToiXgJ^eG). n(Xgo:g€G)-Xc. Similarly, ^(X^-X^.
(4.2): from (4.1) above and 1.

\
(4.3): Let x,y£Xh satisfy the requirement of (4.3). Then x and y 
satisfy the requirement of (4.3) for all geG and thus, by 1, 
there exists a prefix e€q of g£G which separates x and y. Taking
1-lnf(e.h) we obtain a prefix as required.
(4.4) and (4.5): straightforward.
6. q is finitary.

This property follows from (4.4) of 4.4 and 1.
7. If p0 and p1 are coincidence-free then so is q.

The property follows from (4.3) of 4.4 and 1.
This ends the proof of 4.4.

8.5. Proof of 4.14.
The reflexivity and symmetry of the relation in A.14 is 

obvious. For the transitivity suppose that (x,f)/^(y,g) and 
(y»g)'v (z»h). Then x-y-z, there exists a common prefix cep of f 
and g with x £ X c, and a common prefix dgp of g and h with x £ X d.
As p is stable, we have b-inf(c,d) £ p, b is a common prefix of 
f,g,h, and x£Xb. Hence (x,i)^(z,h), which ends the proof of
4.14.
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8.6. Proof of 4.15.
The fact that all PM(g) with g £ Pj, are histories follows 

directly fro» the definition of p^. The proof that q is a flow 
consists of the following steps.
1. For every subset YCX such that T g (natfx.ghpoSgfx) ¿M? for 
a history g 6 Pj, there exists a least history f 6 PM such that
Y c-[nat(x.f);posf(x)^H?.

Let g^gggPj, be such that Y C {nat (x.«i)ipos^ (x )^ m] for
i-1,2. Then for each y£Y we have y-nat(x,g1)-nat(x,g2) and thus 
there exists a common prefix e €Ppj of g1 and g? with x 6 Xf. As 
all such prefixes e are compatible in p̂ , the supremum of the set 
of such prefixed is a history dgp^. This implies the existence 
of f£Pp[ as required.
2. For every h£q there exists a least history gCp^, written
as E(h), such that PM(g)-h. If h'eq is a prefix of h then E(h') 
is a prefix of E(h).

This property is a direct consequence of 1.
3. q is coherent.

The empty history is in q so that q is nonempty. Let H be 
a subset of q such that every two f£H and g£H are prefixes of 
some e£q. and let G-{e epM:e-E(h) for some hc H }. Then, by 2, 
every two c£G and d£G are prefixes of some b £ G  and thus, by 
the coherence of pM, there exists g-supG 6 p,̂ . On the other hand, 
there exists h-supH and X^-foat(x.g);posg(x)̂  Mj . Hence, by 1, 
h-̂ jjig) £<}•
4. q is stable.

Let Hc q  be nonempty and such th^t all heH are prefixes of 
some 1 £ q. Then all members of G- {e fp^ie-rfh) for some heH] 
are prefixes of E(i) and thus, by the stability of p ,̂ there 
exists g-infG 6 p^. On the other hand, there exists h-infH. and 
Xh-{nat(x*g):pos6 (x)^M?. Hence, by 1, h-F}i(g)Cq.
5. q is finitary.

If h € q and h-FM(g) with gCPjj then g is the supremum of a 
set of finite f £ PM and thus h is the supremum of the set cf the 
corresponding
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6. If p is coincidence-free then q is coincidence-free
This property ie a direct consequence of 2 and the definition 

of Fm.

8.7. Proof of 5.5.
It is straightforward that the composition of flows la mono

tonic in each argument. 1

Let PqCP^... , p- U(pi:ie^)f and r-p || q. Due to the mono
tonicity of compoaition we have pQ || q cp1 Q q c ... and 
a-LKp^Hq! i€«*»)Er. So, in order to prove that r-a it eufficea 
to ahow that r£a.

Suppose that her and h consists of f£p and g€q. Let h^ be 
the supremum of the set of all prefixes e of h such that prQ(Xg)-Ic
for a prefix o e of f and 2T1(Xe)-Xd for a prefix deq of g.
As all such e are in r which ia coherent, we have h^ e r. As all 
the reapectlve prefixes c of f belong to p̂  ̂and they are pairwise 
compatible, there exists the supremum of the set of such c, say f̂ , 
it is a prefix of f, belongs to p̂ , and satisfies prQ(Xh )-Xf. .
Similarly, we obtain £r1 (Xh )-Xg for a prefix gjgq of g. Thus hA
satisfies (4.1) of 4.4. It is straightforward that the remaining 
conditions of 4.4 are also satisfied. Hence h^ep^jf q and 
h^-aupfe epA l| q: e pref hj. On the other hand, we have 
h.aupfh^:ieco). Hence h£a and thus res.

This ends the proof of 5.5.

8.8. Proof of 5.7.
It ia straightforward that the operation of hiding a subset M 

of positions is monotonic.
16* P0 EP1E  ••• “ d P-Uip^ri €**>). For p0,p1t... and p we 

define PoM,p1M’••• 40(1 as in ProP08* * *011 4.13, and«-'-'
as in proposition 4.14, and q0,q1f... and q as in proposition 4.15. 
Then we have oQ-[hidden M]pQ, [hidden lijp.,,..., o- [hidden m] p,
Pom^Pih £• • • EPm» ro £'■'1 £•••£'■''* ^  <lo — 1̂ — *** — *̂
So r- Ll([hidden M~| p^; 1 e <^) C o-[hidden tfjp and, in order to prove 
that r-q, it suffioes to shay that qcr.

■ J .



Suppose that h 6 q and h*FM(g), where g-E(h) is the lea8t 
history of pM satisfying h-?M(g). Let h^ be the supremum of the 
Bet of all prefixes e of h such that e-F^(f) with f*i(e)6 p^,
As all such e are in q which is coherent, we have h ^ q .  As all 
the respective f belong to piM and they are pairwiae compatible, 
there exists the suprenrum of the set of such f, say b, it is a 
prefix of g, belongs to piM, and satisfies hi-PM (b). Hence h ^ ^  
and h^-supfe € 0 :̂ e pref h}. On the other hand, we have 
h-sup(h^:ieu)). Hence her and thus q£r.

This ends the proof of 5.7.
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8.9. Proof outline of (6) in 6.3.
We have to prove that (pllq)ll r is isomorphic with p ||(q||r). 
Let s-p || q, t-s || r, s'-q ||r, and t'-plls'. We define: 

X-(oJxXpu{lJ~Xq U({0]~Xp)x({lJ><Xq),
ï-{0}xX u{l]xXr u({ojxX )x({lJxXr),
X/-{o]xXq u{l]xXr U({0} x X q) x ( O j x X r),
y '- io j x x p u i i î x x 'u  ( io / x x p) x ( { i } x i ' ) t

and b:T— >ï/, where
f (0,u) for y-(0,(0,u))
((0,u),(1,(0,v))) for y-(0,((0,u),(1,v)))
(1,(0,v)) for y-(0,(1,v)) 

b(y)- { ((0,u),(1,(1,w))) for y-((0,(0,u)),(1,w))
((0,u),(1,((0,v),(1,w)))) for y-((0,((0,u),(1,v)),(1,w)) 
( M ( 0»v),0 ,w))) for y-((0,(1,v)),(1,w))
(1,(1,w)) for y«(1,w) .

Then we use b and the appropriate partial projections to define 
the commutative diagram in fig. 8.1, where the commutativity means 
that the respective superpositions are simultaneously defined and 
equal when defined.
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Fig. 8.1

It appears that thus obtained correspondence b' is an isomorphism 
from t to t'. This can be proved by showing that the property hfit 
(resp.: get') is equivalent to the conjunction of the'following 
two conditions (resp.: of the conditions obtained by suitable 
modification of these conditions):
(1) prg.pr^.pr^ are one-to-one on Xh,
(2) h consists of fQ e p, f.|€q. and f2 € r, in the following sense:

(2.1) £Ii(Xh)-Xfi for all iC{o,1,2],
(2.2) is — >5 - - : the transitive closure of the

O’ 1' 2 
following relation on Xfa:

x — JEIi (x ) f or  Bonie i € { 0, 1»2] ,

(2.3) if x,y€Ik are such that x coin* . . v does noth --- fg.f^fj
hold for the transitive closure of the following 
relation on X :̂
z coin.» , t iff pr„(z) coincident. .. pr„(t)

O' 1 * 2 p*r0
or Er.,(z) coincident  ̂f pr1 (t)
or £r,(z) coincident .̂ f pr^ (t)

then x and y can be separated by a prefix i of h such
that prQ(X^)-Xb for a prefix b € p of fQ, £T1(Xi)-Xc for
a prefix c£q of. f.,, and £T2(X1)-Xd for a prefix d€r 
of f2.
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(2.4) at most two of the functions EEo*EEi «££2 are defined

sifcOO-

for each and

Î
contf (pr.(x)) if £T,(x) is defined 

1

cont^ {Eri (x ) )-contf ̂ (¿rj (x ) ) if gr^x)
and £Tj(x) are defined,

(poaf (pr^(x)) if ££i(x) la defined 
pos. (x)-  ̂ 1

££2.fi (jEEi(x)>“£08^  ̂(£Tj (x)) if et^x)
and E£-j(x) a*1® defined,

(Slf (£Ei(x)) only EEiOO is defined
T with stf (pr^x^-B and stf (prj (x))»A

or st. (pr.(x))«A and at, (prJ(x))-B 
i 3 3

if Eta (x ) and E£j(x) ar® defined,
(2.5) for each x £ X^ there exista a finite prefix e of h

such that x € X e, EEq ÎX^-X^ for a prefix ®0 €P of fQ,
El^XgJ-Xe for a prefix e,€q of f1# and Er2(Xe)-Xe 
for a prefix e2 € r of f2> 2

Verification of this equivalence ia rather straightforward but 
tedioua so that we Bkip it.

8.10. Proof of 6.5.
It ia obvious that the basic operations and projections 

preserve isomorphisms. It is also obvious that the operations 
which can be obtained by superposing isomorphism preserving
operations also preserve isomorphisms. So it remains to prove
that each h-flx^F. where F;flowsm*n y- flows® ia isomorphism 
preserving and continuous and h(q) is the least solution of the 
fixed-point equation p-F(p,q), preserves isomorphisms.

Suppose that q~q'. By proposition 5.3» h(q) la the leaat 
upper bound of the chain Mil's F(Hlla.q)c:F(F(NilM.c).o)£... 
and h(q') is the least upper bound of the chain
Sllm c;F(Nlllll.q/) CF(F(Nllm. o' ).q/ ) 5 ... . As q~q' and F preserves 
Isomorphisms, we have F(Nllm,q/)<^F(Niln,q). Hence 
F(F(Nila.q' ).o/)^F(F(NllB.q).q). etc. Consequently, h(q)~h(q/). 
Hence h preserves isomorphisms.
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8.11. Proof of 6.8.
It is straightforward that definable operations which are 

constructed in the same manner of isomorphic operations without 
using flxed-point operators are isomorphic. So it remains to 
prove that h-fiXpF and h'-fiipF', where F and T' are two 
isomorphic isomorphism preserving continuous mappings, and h(q), 
h'(q) are respectively the least solutions of the fixed-point 
equations p-F(pfq) and p-F'(p,q), are isomorphic.

By proposition 5.3, h(q) is the least upper bound of the 
chain HilBEP(NUe»<l) B  (Hllm.q).o)c.... and h'(q) is the 
leaat upper bound of the chain 
111*«= T (*ll0,q)np'(?'(NilB,q),q)ç... .
As T and T' are isomorphic, we have F(Nlla.q)/v F/(Nllni.o).
As ? preserves Isomorphisms, this implies
F(F(Hil,Bfq),q) rs f(Tf(Hllm.o).a). Taking once more into account 
that t and are isomorphic, we obtain 
?(P'(Rilafq),q)~P/(P/(Hilm>q)tq). Hence
F(F(Nilm,q),q)~?,(F/(Nila,q),q). Proceeding in this way we 
obtain that each flow of the first chain is isomorphic with the 
corresponding flow of the second chain. Consequently, h(q)~h" (q ). 
Hence h and h ' are isomorphic.

I
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